Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION
Single objective transportation problem includes the target cost coefficients which can express normally the transportation cost. But, genuine circumstances required more than one goal into an account to reflect the problem more sensibly, and accordingly multi-objective transportation problem (MOTP) turns out to be more helpful. The amount of goods delivered, unfulfilled demand, average delivery time of the commodities, reliability of transportation, accessibility to the users, and product deterioration can be the different types of objectives [4] . Several researchers applied different approach to find the solution of MOTP. Lee and Moore (1973) applied goal programming to discover an answer of MOTP. Zimmermann (1978) used fuzzy set theory to find solutions of MOTP with the liner vector maximum problem. Isermann (1979) built an algorithm for recognizing all the nondominated answers for a Linear MOTP. Diaz (1979) builds up an algorithm for finding the arrangement of MOTP. An algorithm for recognizing all the non-dominated solution for a linear MOTP was made by Isermann (1979) . Leberling (1981) utilized hyperbolic membership function for finding the solution of MOTP. Slowinski (1986) introduced a strategy for tackling a multi-criteria linear programming where the coefficients of the objective function and constraints are fuzzy numbers of the L-R type. Ringuest and Rinks (1987) made two algorithms for handling MOTP [11] [14] used Object Oriented Programming model (C++) to study on North east corner method in Transportation Problem. Kirti Patel, Jayesh M. Dhodiya (2016) [6] used fuzzy theory for the solution of multi objective resource allocation problem. Grey decision-making theory is one of the new theory resulting from the idea of the grey set developed by Deng Julong in 1982, [5] . Grey situation decision making model, an essential piece of grey system theory, is connected with decision-making method for multi-criteria and multi-countermeasure choice [12] . The significance of grey decision making is on the investigation of the issue of picking arrangements [13] . The Gray Situation Decision making theory as alluded to the technique for better choices in which diverse countermeasures ought to be picked by various occasions, therefore in this paper grey decision making theory tries to apply in multi-objective transportation field.
II. TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM WITH MULTIPLE
OBJECTIVES An uncommon sort of linear programming problem in which limitation are of correspondence sort and every one of the destinations are clashing with each other, are called transportation problem with multiple objective. In actual circumstances, all the transportation problems are not a single goal. A product is to be shipped from m origins to n destinations in MOTP. Moreover, there is a penalty connected with transporting a unit of item from origin to demand destination. This penalty might be an expense or conveyance time or wellbeing of conveyance or and so on. A variable speak to the obscure amount to be transported from source to destination. A mathematical structure of transportation problem with r objectives, m sources and n destinations can be composed as: 
IV. GREY SITUATION DECISION-MAKING THEORY WITH MULTIPLE OBJECTIVES
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VI. DEVELOPED METHOD TO SOLVE MULTI-OBJECTIVE TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM
Consider the case set 12 Step 3: Subtract each value from 1 of consistent matrix of effect measure under target 1, 2,...., ks .
Step 4: Find the positive and negative ideal vector of effect measure
Step 
VIII. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
To demonstrate the proposed method, consider the following example of multi-objective transportation problems. EXAMPLE 1: A company has three production facilities 12 , AAand 3 A with production capacity of 8, 19 and 17 units of a product, respectively. These units are to be shipped to four warehouses 1 Step 1: Construct case set, counter set and situation set. Production facilities of company are the case. ,, T A A A is the case set and 1 2 3 ,, A A A on the behalf of the three production facilities of companies (sources). Destination is the counter. 
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Step 2: For transporting a product, time, cost and product defectiveness are less than it's the batter, so use lower effect measure. So the lower effect measure for first . Similarly obtain lower effect measure for each data. Therefore the consistent matrices of effect measure are given below. 
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Step 4: The negative and the positive ideal vector of effect measure for three objectives are given below:
The negative ideal vector of effect measure for three objectives
The positive ideal vector of effect measure for three objectives For first objective k=1 
Step 6: Give the equilibrium coefficient 13, and establish the weight of the objectives 12 ,, T T T and three destinations namely 1 2 3 ,, D D D . How much quantity of material is supplied from different supply origin to all other demand destinations so that total cost of
